
A Spectrum of Interventions: Sunshine Coast MET Design Forum: How might we increase urban change literacy and citizenship on the Sunshine 

Coast?

Promotion and Prevention Early 

Intervention

Intervention Post-Intervention

Creating an aligned culture of sustainable 

urbanism. 

General and targeted education that fosters 

sustainable urban change literacy and 

citizenship. Develop a critical mass of 

urban leaders

Targeted engagement and consultation 

about proposed plans and developments 

that increases literacy and citizenship.

Conflict as a vehicle to re engage around 

urban change literacy and citizenship.

Activate and promote places that can 
demonstrate a positive sustainable urban future:
• Aura – Could be 20 Minute neighbourhood
• Britinya – 20 Minute Neighbourhood
• Noosa National Park as a leading asset

Promote the regions design strengths; program 
into exhibitions with strong outreach programs

Local cultural programs targeting key areas that 
can become leading sustainable urban 
communities. Develop an art district (See 
Sheffield Design / Creative Quarter),  music 
festivals

Demonstrate good outcomes and involve the 
community. Show what sustainability looks like 
and how it make life better. Partnership design 
awards aligned to what we are trying to achieve. 

Use a breadcrumbs and light bulbs model; points 
of inspiration and knowledge. 

Create demand for something better, name, 
nominate, vote who is responsible for delivering 
good and poor outcomes.

Recognise youth can and do drive awareness

Education program for elected officials, increasing 
their ability to communicate sustainable urbanism 
and support community transitions

Develop programs for community that increase 
critical thinking about sustainable urban futures.

• Implement a Design week
• Program with schools / USC and TAFE.
• Identify areas that we can genuinely co-create 

community outcomes and go beyond 
consulting.

Identify community champions and support 
community to connect with community. Invest in 
champions to develop awareness and 
understanding of issues. 

Ask the community the questions they want 
answered and what they want to learn about.

How do we systematise community urban 
transition and align corporate and community 
strategies? 

Use more creative responses that demonstrate 
potential lifestyle. Make consultation fun; music 
festivals, gigs, and go to where people are.

Focus on creating trust and empowering 
community, ensure face to face and online 
modes, carry out communication in strategic 
places.

Engage community on values. Ask vision for the 
future; what is important in a sustainable urban 
culture inclusive of all

Demonstration and experiential projects: Easier 
engagement based around case studies, target 
schools, market places, shopping centres.

Implement programs that build social capital, 
value the community and help with transition. A 
Community Combi with video recording 
equipment and travels to each SC town and 
village. Community record their story, what they 
want in the future, what is working, what is not? 
Stories of love, loos and connection. 

Conflict remedies: Use conflict and the care and 
concern for our future to educate people about 
the challenges and solutions.

COVID changes on the coast brought new city 
folk.


